Sun and Aureole Measurements (SAM) Tracking by Jackson, Kevin
SAM (Sun and Aureole Measurements) is a system that uses the aureole of the sun in 
order to take measurements of cloud  and atmospheric optical properties.  These data 
are used to determine the atmospheric column water vapor content.  Additional 
atmospheric properties may also be ascertained from the data. The SAM software 
system, developed by Visidyne, has been modified for more accurate and robust 










Out APIs In Halo Mount Spectrometer A/D GPS 
• Increased Feedback Sampling, Ephemeris Interpolation 
• To correct setup error 
• To maintain very accurate tracking 
• Sophisticated Image Processing  
• To track even when image is obstructed 
SAM 410 Consists of: 
• Three Cameras 
• A Spectrometer 
• A GPS 
• Sensors for 
• Rain 
• Temperature 
• Power Failure 
• Tracker Mount 
• Computer System 
The control software was rewritten from C++ to VB.NET and is 
now object oriented.  This provides adaptability and allows the 
developer to more easily add different hardware modules.  The 
new software also  has a new user interface with a more modern 
feel.  The below diagram is a basic overview of the modules that 
make up the control software. 
For tracking, SAM uses a feedback control system.  The system 
takes an image of the sun, finds the center of the solar disk, and 
then positions the mount accordingly.  An ephemeris is used to 
locate the first solar location of the day and for when the sun is 
obstructed.  Originally, the center of the solar disk was 
determined using the solar centroid.  This required that the 
image was non-obscured. The revised system uses a Hough 
transform to find the center based on the fact that the solar 
image is circular. 
 
An additional feature of the feedback, is that when the solar 
disk center in the image differs from the center as declared by 
the ephemeris, the system uses an algorithm called the 
Estimator to compute the setup error. These setup errors are 
then taken into account when using the ephemeris to move to 
the next target location. 
 
With this improved solar image processing method and setup 
parameter feedback, the tracking is more robust. 
There are 5 possible errors in the set up of the tracking 
system which result in erroneous data if not corrected.  The 
new software contains an algorithm that can compute these 
errors and than use the feedback data and the ephemeris to 
estimate the setup errors accurately.  This is accomplished 
via a coordinate system transformation from earth 
coordinates (the ephemeris) to the tracker coordinates 
(determined by the images). 
These variables are: 
• Northward tilt of the mount (β) 
• Westward tilt of the mount (α) 
• Azimuth offset of the mount (γ) 
• Northward tilt of the camera (δ) 
• Southward tilt of the camera (ε) 
Under the SAM project the developed system was more nearly optimize it.  
Revisions were made on the most recent Visidyne model.  These revisions 
are currently being tested on the SAM400 system shown on the left.  If the 
changes and improvements made for anticipated solar position, under 
Visdyne’s standards, this new control software will be implemented with 
the newer model of SAM. 
Other additions to SAM include: 
•A GPS for more accurate coordinates and time 
•A GUI that has a more modern user-friendly 
appearance 
•The software uses multithreading for faster 
image processing 
•Errors are logged and the user is notified 
•The setup file is self healing 
Typical Solar Image 
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